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Trains at Geneva Airport
Train, Télépherique and Bus to La Tzoumaz Centre

(LTZ3 v4 – 28 Jan 2023)

Satnav / Goggle Earth - Entrance to Underground Car Park at:

Latitude: (Degrees, Minutes, Seconds) 46º 8’ 35.92” North (Decimal Degrees: 46.14331111º)
Longitude: (DMS) 7º 14’ 10.42” East (DD: 7.23611111º)

Via Michelin: ‘La Tzoumaz / Telecabine’ 
(then 200 metres past telecabine, on left)
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Geneva Airport Arrivals: Hire Car Pickup & Trains

For trains: Turn left out of the Arrivals gate. Walk along the hall to the end, then through the revolving doors, down the escalator. The SBB 
train ticket office is then on your right. If you have a ticket, go down the escalator onto the platform for the train to Lausanne/Brig.

Normally, you’ll be on the inter-city train to Brig, via Geneva, Lausanne and Montreux. You’ll usually change to a local train at either Martigny 
or Sion. Look at www.sbb.ch for timetable information. An Interrail 3-journey ticket may be cheaper than a return.

If it’s Sunday, and you need to shop, the Migros at the end of the second concourse is one of the few supermarkets that will be open. Most 
supermarkets and superstores close on Sundays in Switzerland.

If you need cash, there are UBS ATMs (left) towards the train station.

Arrivals

Shops & Escalators/Lifts down to Platform Level 

Car Rental
Desks

Baggage Reclaim

Set Down / Pickup / Taxis

Train
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 Trains from Martigny

 Télépherique

Isérables

Riddes station > TRI 
(Télépherique Riddes-Isérables) 

The train from Martigny stops on the opposite side of the railway 
station, and you have to take the subway ramp on the platform to 
get to the Riddes side.

Turn right out of the station and then first left, go up the hill. At the 
top, take a short left then right to the car park. Take a left  to and up 
the steps to the télépherique building and up the steps to the 
entrance. 

At Isérables, coming out of the station, take the steps immediately 
down on the right. The bus stop is there. If you have to wait, the 
Auberge Mt. Gélé just along from the bus stop has a great view of 
the valley. 
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Télépherique (Gondola) to Isérables

Riddes railway Station

Télépherique (Gondola) Summit

Minibus Stop – Espace Tourisme

1. At Riddes station: 

The train from Martigny stops on the western side of the railway and you have to
take the subway on the platform to get to the other side. 

Turn right out of the station and then first left, go up the hill. At the top, take a quick 
left then right to the car park. Take a left and up the steps to the télépherique
building and up the steps to the entrance. 

At Isérables, coming out of the station, take the steps down on the right. The bus 
stop is there. If you have to wait, the Auberge Mt. Gélé just along from the bus stop 
has a great view of the valley. 

2. At Isérables, the summit of the télépherique:

Turn right out of the station and take the steps down on the right. The bus stop is 
there. If you have to wait, the Auberge Mt. Gélé by the bus stop has a great view of 
the valley. 

Train / Télépherique / Bus Connections
at Riddes & Isérables

Minibus Stop – Espace Tourisme Co-op Supermarket
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PostBus Stop:
‘Centre’

PostBus Stop:
‘Télécabine’





 Shortest walk, preferred: Alight at «Centre» bus stop. Walk up drive opposite. Turn left at top. 
Walk up beside the Fence. Past front of apartments & down to garage door. 

 Longer but less steep if you have heavy luggage: Alight the last stop at «Télécabine». Walk up road. 
Look for brown «Résidence Laforêt» sign on left, opposite the Mont Parrain apartments. Follow sign. 
Walk down road to sharp turn, down to garage entrance.

« Agence Carron »

Télécabine
« Tzoumaz-Saoleyres »

/ Piscine

« Mont Parrain » 

PostBus from Isérables/Riddes

Tourist Office

Supermarket « Marché La Tzoumaz »

« Monnet » Ski Hire
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Cage
35

LIFT

Door

Ski
& Boot
Room

Owner’s
‘Caves’

Stairs

35

Garage Door

From Télécabine

Larger Key Opens Garage 
(Exterior) 
+ Apartment + Ski+Boot
Room + Laundry
+ Cave in basement

Can open garage door from 
inside switch on pillar 
opposite the entrance

Smaller key opens Cage 35
Also a combination padlock 
(leave off during stay).
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 Press to Open Garage Door (no key needed)
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From Centre 

[1]
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Pedestrian Door
(not locked)


